Based on Martin like potential, the S-wave masses of quarkonia have been reviewed. Resultant wave functions at zero inter quark separation are employed to compute the hyperfine splitting of the nS states and the leptonic and digamma decay widths of n 3 S1 and n 1 S0 states of quarkonia respectively. Analysis on the level differences of S-wave excited states of quantum mechanical bound systems show a systematic behaviour as n-increases. In view of such systematic behaviour expected for quarkonia, we observe that Y (4263) and X(4630) 1 −− states are closer to the 4S and 6S states while ψ(4415) and Z(4430) are closer to the 5S state of cc systems. Similarly we find Υ(10865) is not fit to be the 5S state of bb system. while Y b (10880) observed by Belle or (10996) observed by Babar fit to be the 6S state of bottonia. Our predicted leptonic width, 0.242 keV of Υ(10579, 4S) is in good agreement with the experimental value of 0.272 ± 0.029 keV. We predict the leptonic widths of the pure 5S and 6S states of upsilon states as 0.191 keV and 0.157 keV respectively. In the case of charmonia, we predict the leptonic widths of the 4S, 5S and 6S states as 0.654 keV, 0.489 keV and 0.387 keV respectively.
Introduction
The recent experimental observations particularly in quarkonia sector have generated renewed interest in the study of hadron spectroscopy [1, 2, 3, 4] . The discovery of the η b (1S) state [1, 3] (BaBar and CLEO collaboration) and η c (2S) state and many high precision experimental observations of various hadronic states [4] have necessitated reconsideration of the parameters involved in the previous studies [5, 6] . The spectroscopic parameters like the interquark potential parameters that provide the masses of the bound states and the corresponding wave functions obtained from the phenomenology are detrimental in the predictions of their decay widths. Most of the existing theoretical values for the decay rates are based on potential model calculations that employ different types of interquark potentials [7, 8, 9, 10] .
Till recently, all that was known above the DD threshold was the four vector states ψ(3770), ψ(4040), ψ(4160), ψ(4415). The new renaissance in hadron spectroscopy has come from the recent discovery of the large numbers of new states X, Y, Z [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] In this context, we reconsider the Υ(nS) states of bottonium and ψ(nS) states of charmonium to study their properties. The spectroscopic parameters deduced using a phenomenological approach will be employed to compute the decay properties such as the leptonic and di-gamma decay widths with no additional parameters.
Methodology
It has been shown that a purely phenomenological approach to the nonrelativistic potential-model study of Υ spectra and ψ spectra can lead to a static non-Coulombic Power-law potential of the form [18, 19] 
where ν is close to 0.1 and λ > 0. Following general quantum mechanical rules as discussed in [20] , the binding energy of a system with reduced mass µ in a power law potential, λr ν is given by
and the corresponding square of the probability amplitude of the S-waves at the zero separation of the quarkantiquark system is given by
where
The nonrelativistic Schrodinger bound-state mass (spin average mass) of the QQ (Q ∈ b, c) system follows as
For the hyperfine split we have considered the standard one gluon exchange interaction [21] . Accordingly, the hyperfine mass split for the S-wave is given by
The b and c quark mass parameters m b and m c are taken as 4.67 GeV and 1.27 GeV respectively as given in PDG [4] . The vector Υ(nS), ψ(nS) and the pseudoscalar η b (nS), η c (nS) masses are obtained by adding ∆M/4 and −3∆M/4 respectively to the corresponding spin average mass of the nS state given by eq.(5). A fit to this mass formula using the experimental masses of Υ(1S, 2S) and the newly discovered η b (1S) states provides us the potential parameters λ, V 0 and the hyperfine parameter (A hyp ) in the case of bottonium system. Similarly, a fit to this mass formula using the experimental masses of ψ(1S, 2S) and η c (1S) states provides us the potential parameters λ, V 0 and the hyperfine parameter (A hyp ) of the charmonium systems. The predicted Υ(nS) , η b (nS) and ψ(nS) , η c (nS) states for n ≥ 2 are presented in Table I and II respectively.
To compare and identify our predicted states with the respective experimental masses, the PDG [4] average values as well as some of the 1 −− states of X,Y,Z [11] are considered for the energy level difference, ∆M = {Γ(n + 1)S − Γ(nS)}. These values are plotted against the (n+1)S-nS for n= 1 to 5 in the case of bottonia and charmonia in FIG. (1) and (2) respectively. It is expected that the excited states must follow a specific trend line representing its characteristic spectral property. So we compare our predicted states with those which are closer to the systematic expected behaviour shown by the solid line. The states which are widely off from the expected behaviour are then identified as either mixed (disturbed) states or exotic states.
Leptonic and di-gamma decay widths of Bottonium and charmonium states
Apart from the masses of the lowlying states, the hyperfine splits due to chromomagnetic interaction and the right behaviour of the wave function that provides as the correct predictions of the decay rates are important features of any successful model. Accordingly,the radial wave functions of the identified nS states of quarkonia (cc, bb) obtained from eqn. 
And the di-gamma (two photon) decay widths of η b (nS) → γγ and η c (nS) → γγ with radiative correction are obtained as
α e is the electromagnetic coupling constant and α s is the strong coupling constant. The predicted results in the case of bottonia and charmonia are tabulated in Table III and IV respectively.
Results and discussion
We have been able to predict the charmonium and bottonium S-wave masses states which are in good agreement with the reported PDG values as compared to the predicted values of [25] . We have also predicted the η b (2S − 6S) states within the mass range 9.989 GeV to 10.891 GeV and η c (2S − 6S) states within the mass range 3631.97 GeV to 4601.18 GeV. We hope to find future experimental support in favor of our predictions. With no additional parameters we have been able to predict the leptonic decay widths of Υ(1S − 6S) as well as ψ(1S − 6S) states which are in good agreement with the known experimental values [4] . The predicted di-gamma decay widths of η b (1S − 6S) and η c (1S − 6S) states would be helpful to identify the 0 −+ resonances in future experiments. We do not compare our 5S and 6S states with those of Υ(10860) and Υ(11020) states listed in PDG. They find it difficult to assign it as the 5S and 6S states respectively as there seemed to be mixing of two BrietWigner resonances [4] . The energy level shifts of the (n+1)S−nS states clearly indicate that the state Υ (10860) is far from the expected trend line as shown in FIG. 1 . As expected it is seen from table III and IV, that the leptonic decay widths falls off as nS goes from 1S to 6S. Such a behaviour is seen even in the reported experimental values except in the case of Υ(10860). Thus we identify Υ(10860) as either a mixed state or exotic, while Y b (10888) observed very recently by Belle [13] and Υ(10996) observed by Babar [26] are closer to the predicted 6S states of bottonia.
In the charmonium sector, many vector (1 −− ) states have been reported by Belle and Babar [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . It is observed that the 1 −− state, ψ(3770) does not fit into the ψ(3S) state, while ψ(4040) belong to the vector 3S state of charmonia. Similarly, the newly discovered vector state Y (4263) [32] and ψ(4415) [4] are closer to the 4S and 5S states of charmonia. Though our predicted 6S state at TABLE III. The leptonic widths of the Υ(nS) and the digamma widths of η b (nS) states
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